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	Write efficient C# scripts to create modular key game elements that are usable for any kind of Unity project


	About This Book

	
		Write customizable scripts that are easy to adjust to suit the needs of different projects
	
		Combine your knowledge of modular scripting elements to build a complete game
	
		Build key game features, from player inventories to friendly and enemy artificial intelligence



	Who This Book Is For


	If you are new to Unity scripting and want to learn simple and modular code and advance your knowledge to the next level, this is the book for you.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Include controls for both keyboard/mouse and the gamepad
	
		Create three different types of expandable items
	
		Implement an inventory that includes a hot key system
	
		Optimize your game's video and audio options
	
		Integrate a GUI HUD with buttons, health bars, and damage reports
	
		Make a complex AI system
	
		Save game data in multiple styles
	
		Track player statistics and scores



	In Detail


	The intuitive and powerful Unity game engine is one of the most widely used and best loved packages for game development. Unity scripting is an essential but challenging skill to master in order to create custom game elements. Learning modular scripting allows you to rewrite as little code as possible as you deploy your scripts to multiple projects and work easier, quicker, and more efficiently than before.


	In each chapter of this book, you'll learn how to script new game elements. Beginning with making custom controls for the keyboard and mouse, as well as the Xbox 360 Controller, you'll then get to grips with more complex systems such as inventory, data saving, and artificial intelligence. As you create these elements, you'll also learn how to make your scripts simpler and easy to use. This will allow drag-and-drop deployment, which is to be used by designers and nonprogrammers. Finally, you'll combine all of your newfound skills to create your own complete game project.
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Knowledge Mapping and ManagementIRM Press, 2002

	Knowledge Management is fast becoming a hot topic of discussion and
	research. The capture, use, production and storage of knowledge is an issue of
	paramount importance for businesses, universities, public and private organizations.
	Because this is such an important topic, it is essential for researchers, academicians
	and managers to...
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Beginning Apache Cassandra DevelopmentApress, 2014

	Beginning Apache Cassandra Development introduces you to one of the most robust and best-performing NoSQL database platforms on the planet. Apache Cassandra is a document database following the JSON document model. It is specifically designed to manage large amounts of data across many commodity servers without there being any single...
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VIII Latin American Conference on Biomedical Engineering and XLII National Conference on Biomedical Engineering: Proceedings of CLAIB-CNIB 2019, October 2-5, 2019, Cancún, México (IFMBE Proceedings)Springer, 2019

	
		This book gathers the joint proceedings of the VIII Latin American Conference on Biomedical Engineering (CLAIB 2019) and the XLII National Conference on Biomedical Engineering (CNIB 2019). It reports on the latest findings and technological outcomes in the biomedical engineering field. Topics include: biomedical signal...
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Ultra-Fast ASP.NET 4.5Apress, 2012


	The time that I spent working at Microsoft was an unexpectedly transforming experience. The first half

	of my career regularly put me and the companies I worked with in competition with Microsoft, and I was

	often surrounded by anti-Microsoft stories and propaganda. However, when I heard about .NET, I

	decided I wanted to know more...
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Frogs into Princes: Neuro Linguistic ProgrammingReal People, 1979

	NLP is an explicit and powerful model of human experience and communication. Using the principles of NLP it is possible to describe any human activity in a detailed way that allows you to make many deep and lasting changes quickly and easily. A few specific examples of things you can learn to accomplish are: (1) cure phobias and other...
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Einstein, Physics and RealityWorld Scientific Publishing, 1999

	Albert Einstein was one of the principal founders of the quantum and relativity theories. Until 1925, when the Bose-Einstein statistics was discovered, he made great contributions to the foundations of quantum theory. However, after the discovery of quantum mechanics by Heisenberg and wave mechanics by Schrodinger, with the consequent...
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